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Abstract—Millimeter-wave (mmWave) multiple-input 

multiple-output (MIMO) is a key technology for next-generation 
mobile communication. To overcome mmWave’s instinctive 
channel limitations like serious path attenuation, beamforming is 
essential for communication systems. In this paper, we proposed a 
low-complexity hybrid codebook design algorithm for mmWave 
MIMO motivated by Lloyd algorithm with orthogonal mapping 
technique motivated by Compressive Sensing (CS). Based on the 
proposed hybrid codebook design, RF beamforming classification 
(RF-C) algorithm is later proposed with reduced search effort. 
This work can support large number of antennas, and achieves 
good performance with low computational complexity and low 
search overhead. Simulation results show that the proposed 
codebook and feedback strategy reduce the search complexity by 
more than 85% with less than 4% performance loss compared 
with related work. 

Keywords— millimeter-wave MIMO, large-scale antenna, 
hybrid beamforming, codebook, low-complexity.  

 

I.!  INTRODUCTION  
Millimeter-wave (mmWave) multiple-input multiple-output 

(MIMO) systems are regarded as a core technology of next-
generation communication systems [1]-[2]. To achieve good 
link quality, beamforming with numerous antennas becomes 
necessary. Nevertheless, large antenna arrays make traditional 
unconstrained full-digital precoding structure become infeasible 
owing to high cost and power consumption of numerous radio 
frequency (RF) chains [1]. Thus, precoding in mmWave 
systems is likely to be partitioned into a RF precoder cascaded 
with a baseband (BB) precoder, which is referred to as hybrid 
precoding [2]-[3]. 

The RF precoder controls the phases of the signals fed into 
the antenna elements via pure analog phase shifters. Meanwhile, 
the BB precoder provides an additional level of flexibility over 
the constant-gain/phase-only operations. Due to the sparse 
nature of mmWave channels, the number of required RF chains 
is much less than the number of antennas [2]. Unlike traditional 
cellular systems, the perfect channel state information (CSI) of 
mmWave MIMO is usually unavailable to transmitter. Instead, 
the efficiency of low-rate feedback from the receiver to the 
transmitter has resulted in the popularity of limited feedback 
systems [4], [6]. In this scheme, a well-known codebook is held 
and the receiver decides the codeword to feedback. In general, 

high complexity of conventional searching makes a smaller 
codebook preferable.  

In this paper, we propose a practical hybrid codebook design 
algorithm for mmWave channels. We jointly design RF and BB 
codebook, i.e., we feedback same codeword for RF and BB 
precoder  In contrast, other feedback strategy [2] needs to 
search exhaustively over RF and BB separately and compute 
singular value decomposition (SVD) of channel in realtime, 
which lead a huge overhead at the receiver. We focus on 
designing the hybrid codebook to maximize the spectral 
efficiency with low-complexity, and reducing the search 
complexity of feedback mechanism. The major contributions of 
this paper are as follows: 
•! Propose a hybrid codebook design algorithm motivated by 

Lloyd algorithm [4] and orthogonal beamforming matrix, 
which avoids matrix inverse for designing BB precoder and 
considers practical RF hardware constraint as well. 

•! Propose a RF beamforming classification (RF-C) method 
making use of the orthogonality of the candidate matrix in 
hybrid codebook design algorithm to reduce effort of 
exhaustive search over 85% with comparable performance 
to the related work [2]. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section II covers 

mmWave MIMO hybrid system model. Section III first 
introduces our codebook design criteria and then puts forth the 
hybrid precoding codebook design algorithm. Section IV is the 
feedback mechanism. Section V shows the simulation results. 

 
Fig. 1. An overview of grouping-based hybrid precoding codebook of 
mmWave system. 
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II.! SYSTEM MODEL 
Throughout this paper, $ℂ  denotes the field of complex 

number. &, a and a denote matrix, vector and scalar; ( is a set, 
& ) is the Frobenius norm; &*$, &,$, |&|$and$$tr(&) denote the 

transpose, conjugate transpose, determination and trace of &; 
&(: ,()  is columns of &  within the set (  and (  is the 
cardinality of set ( .  Ε{. } denotes the expectation,$pinv .  is 
the pseudo-inverse, <

=  is the combination of  > choose ?, and 
diag(&) is a vector composed of diagonal elements of &; FG(a, 
&) is a complex Gaussian vector with mean a and covariance 
matrix &. HI denotes an J×J identity matrix. 

We consider a mmWave MIMO wireless system with the BS 
transmitter has LM antennas and the UE receiver has L= antennas. 
LN data streams are sent and JOP RF chains are equipped at the 
BS to enable multi-stream transmission such that LN ≤ LOP ≤
LR, ∀T ∈ {V, ?} . The channel W ∈ $ℂXY×XZ  is modeled by 
adopting a geometric mmWave channel model based on the 
extended Saleh Valenzuela model [5] with L scatters 
 W = IZIY

\
α^Λ= ∅^

a ΛM ∅^
b ca ∅^

a cb ∅^
b\

^de , 
 

(1) 

where ∅^
a  and ∅^

b  denote the azimuth angles of arrival and 
departure (AoA/AoD) of the f th cluster respectively. 
α^~$FG(0, 1)  is the complex gain. The function ΛM(∅^

M)  and 
Λ= ∅^

=  are the directional antenna gain of transmitter and 
receiver for the fth path, and each has the form 

 Λ ∅^
j = 1,$$$∀∅^

j ∈ ∅klm
j, ∅kno

j

0,$$$otherwise
, ∀T ∈ {V, ?}. 

   

  (2) 

Unity gain is assumed over the ∅^
j  and ∅klm

j, ∅kno
j  is the 

minimum and maximum angle that the gain exists. The array 
response vectors ca ∅^

a  and cb ∅^
b  are related to AoA and 

AoD of the fth cluster in azimuth directions. In this paper, we 
consider a uniform linear array (ULA) for convenience. It is 
possible to extend our hybrid codebook design algorithm into 
other structure, e.g. uniform planar arrays. 

 r φ = e
IZ
$[1, eu

vwx
y
Nz< { , … , eu(I}~e)

vwx
y
Nz<({)]*, (3) 

where d and λ stand for the antenna spacing and the signal 
wavelength, respectively. The input-output expression of 
MIMO system is 

 Ä = ÅWÇÉ + Ö, (4) 

where Ä$ ∈ ℂXY×e  is received symbol, Å  is the signal-to-noise 
ratio, É ∈ $ℂXÜ×e  is the data symbol subject to the power 
constraint Ε É á = 1 , and Ö~FG(0, à<áHIY)  is the additive 
white Gaussian noise. 

In (4), Ç = ÇOPÇââ ∈ $ℂXZ×XÜ  is the unit norm transmitter 
precoding matrix, which is the combination of an analog 
beamforming matrix ÇOP = [äe, äá, … , äIãå] ∈ $ ℂ

XZ×Xãå  with 
LOP  unit norm beamsteering vector columns and a baseband 
beamforming matrix Çââ , subject to the constraint 
ÇOPÇââ )

á = JN. The objective is to jointly designed ÇOP, Çââ 
to maximize the achieve data rate [2], and the problem can be 
formulated as  

 (ÇOP, Çââ) = ç?éèê>
Çãå,Çëë

ÇíìM − ÇOPÇââ )
 

s. t. ∀ê, ÇOP : , ê ∈ ïñnm : , f , 1 ≤ f ≤ 2òãå  

ÇOPÇââ )
á = JN 

 
 
 

 
(5) 

where ÇíìM is the optimal precoding matrix composed of  right 
singular vectors associated with the largest JN  eigenvalues 
acquired by performing SVD on H. ïñnm =
[ct ∅eb , ct(∅á

b ), … , ct(∅òãå
b )] ∈ ℂXZ×áôãå  is a RF candidate 

matrix where LOP  transmit array response vectors are chosen 
from and öOP$is the number of RF quantization bits. 

In this work, we assume there are 2ò  codewords in a 
codebook ℱ = {Çe, … , Çáô$} , where each codeword Çl =
ÇOPlÇââl . In order to cover a huge range of possible channel 
conditions, the codewords should be designed appropriately by 
considering the channel characteristics and antenna structure. In 
addition, the codewords have to be designed with proper ÇOP 
and Çââ subject to hybrid precoding setup. Our work also takes 
the spatially sparse of mmWave channels into account in the 
proposed hybrid codebook design algorithm. An overview of 
our proposed hybrid precoding system is summarized in Fig.1. 

III.!  PROPOSED CODEBOOK DESIGN ALGORITHM 

A.! Codebook Design Criteria 
In this work, the codebook is designed to maximize the 

spectral efficiency achieved rate 

 ú = logá HIÜ +
ρ
JN

ü<
~e†íìM

, WÇÇ,W,†íìM , (6) 

where ü< is noise covariance matrix after combining and †íìM 
is combining matrix at receiver. Thanks to [4], we are able to 
solve this problem that depends on stationary distribution of 
channel by Lloyd algorithm. Vector quantization approaches 
using Lloyd algorithm have been shown to efficiently generate 
codebooks [6]. Here, our precoding codewords have been 
constrained to have orthonormal columns,  

 Çl,Çl = HIZ$, ê = 1, …$, 2ò$. (7) 

In the case with infinite-rate feedback where B$→ ∞, the optimal 
precoder consists of the LN  right singular vectors of W 
corresponding to K largest eigenvalues. To be more specific, 
denote SVD on W = £§•,,$where §  is the diagonal matrix 
contained the square root of eigenvalues arranged in a 
decreasing order. The optimal precoder is then denoted as 
ÇíìM = $•, where • is composed of LN first columns of V.  

In the finite-rate feedback system [4], [6], if MMSE-det 
selection or Capacity selection is used, the codebook ℱ shall be 
designed to maximize  èê>e¶lßu¶áô$®P©(Çl, Çu) , where ®P©  is 
the Fubini-Study distance. If the MMSE-trace, SV or MD 
selection is used, the codebook ℱ shall be designed to maximize  
èê>e¶zßu¶áô$®™á(Çl, Çu), where ®™á is the projection two-norm 
distance. To maximize the achieved rate motivated by Lloyd 
algorithm, our codebook was proposed to maximize 
èê>e¶lßu¶áô$®´(Çl, Çu), ®´ is the chordal distance defined as  
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 ®´ Çl, Çu = e
á

ÇlÇu, − ÇuÇl, )
. (8) 

For the codebook design, various codebooks based on 
optimization of different subspace distances are available. 
Nevertheless, the codebook designed based on Lloyd algorithm 
is only suitable for conventional full-digital precoding scheme. 
Hence, in the next subsection, we propose a hybrid codebook 
design algorithm. 

B.! Proposed Hybrid Codebook Design Algorithm 
In this subsection, we propose a practical hybrid codebook 

design algorithm based on the Lloyd algorithm that mentioned 
before. Due to the sparse characteristic of mmWave channel, the 
energy of the full-digital precoder will spread on finite 
beamforming columns, and this enable us to collaborate the 
concept of Compressive Sensing (CS) [7]. Motivated by 
Simultaneously Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (SOMP) [8], 
which is a sparse signal recovery algorithm in CS theory, we 
propose a hybrid codebook design method that exploits the 
signal sparsity in the mmWave channel.  

Suppose that we have a random JM×JN matrix •, which is 
distributed isotropically. We now want to quantize • to a finite 
number of indexes that form ℱ with size 2ò. Conceptually, one 
can setup an objective to minimize the average distortion  

 J = Ε èê>e¶l¶áô ®≠
á •, Çl  

$$$$$$$$$$$$= $ EOØ d≠
á •, Çl Ρ(• ∈ üz)áô

lde , 

 
(9) 

where ±(• ∈ ü≤) is the probability of V belong to the region ül, 
which is defined as  

 ül = •$ $®≠ •, Çl < ®≠ •, Çu , ∀¥ ≠ ê}. (10) 

The distortion function in (9) can be iteratively reduced via the 
Lloyd algorithm. The chordal distance can be showed as 

 ®≠ Çl, Çu = |tr(H∂ − Çu,ÇlÇl,Çu)$| 
 

(11) 

that makes simple analytical solution inside the iterations of 
Lloyd algorithm [4]. The centroid of each partition ül  is then 
derived to minimize (9). Therefore, the objective is to calculate 
the new centroid 

 ∑m = $argmin
Ç

1
JM=

®≠
á •Ö, Ç

•∏∈üπ

$

$$$$$$$= argmin
Ç

1
JM=

tr H∂ − Ç,•m•m
,Ç $

•∏∈üπ

$$

$$$$$$$$= $argmax
Ç

tr(Ç,ªÇ),                      

 
 
 

 
 (12) 

where ª = $ e
IZY

•<•<
,$•º∈OØ , JM= is the number of training set. 

The closed form solution ∑m  is the matrix of first JN 
eigenvectors of matrix ª  corresponding to the JN  largest 
eigenvalues. The illustration of Lloyd algorithm is in Fig. 2. 

We first construct a precoder codebook to minimize the 
distortion function for mmWave channels without considering 
the RF hardware constraints. One advantage of developing a  

Lloyd-type algorithm is that no knowledge about the closed-
form distributions of the channel matrices is required, and only 
the knowledge of the mmWave channel parameter statistics is 
needed. Then, the RF codewords should be designed to 
minimize distortion loss while also capture sparse energy spread 
of mmWave channel [2]. 

For RF precoder, SOMP algorithm for hybrid precoding 
adopts AoDs as the RF candidate matrix for reconstruction [2]. 
However, the information about AoDs may be unavailable in 
real world application and are hardware infeasible since AoDs 
are represented by infinite resolution. In reality, the RF hardware 
constraints such as the constant modulus limitation on the entries 
of ÇOP  and the angle quantization of the phase shifters. 
Motivated by disadvantages of  AoD-based candidate matrix in 
compressive sensing, we propose using Discrete Fourier 
Transform (DFT) matrix as orthogonal beamforming codebook 
for ÇOP , whose columns consist of predefined beamforming 
vectors. DFT is a special case of quantized candidate 
beamforming matrix when JM equals to 2òãå in (5) such that 

 $ïΩPæ : , ø = e
IZ
[1, ¿

¡v¬(√ƒ≈)
∆Z , … , ¿

¡v¬(√ƒ≈)(∆Zƒ≈)
∆Z ]*, 

 

(13)  

where k = 1,2, … , NM. With the orthogonality of DFT codebook, 
we can reduce the complexity of calculating matrix inverse in 
SOMP and most important of all it is more hardware feasible. 
Furthermore, DFT matrix enable us to perform our proposed RF 
beamforming classification algorithm simply, which can reduce 
the search effort and will be mentioned on section IV.  

To determine the proper hybrid precoding matrix that 
captures energy of sparse mmWave channel, we first perform 
“orthogonal mapping” to calculate BB candidate matrix 
Çââ,…≠ <. Then, we perform “feature selection” for both the DFT 
matrix and the  BB candidate matrix by choosing the highest JOP 
energy spread from JM beamforming directions to form the set 
À. Different with SOMP, here we map the codebook ℱ through 
the predefined beamforming matrix and obtain BB candidate 
matrix Fââ,…≠ <. Note that the feature selection here is flexible 
with different JOP. We summarize our proposed algorithm in 
Algorithm 1 below. 

 
 
Fig. 2. The illustration of Lloyd algorithm for mmWave channel from 
initial state to convergent state. The red plus signs denote the centroids üz 
of the Voronoi cells and blue points are training matrix •Õ. 
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Algorithm 1 : Hybrid Precoding Codebook Construction  

1.! Initialization: Generate random initial centroid points 
ℱ = Çe, … , Çáô$ , Çl ∈ $ ℂXZ×XÜ 

2.! Source: Generate JM=  random mmWave channels {W} 
according to (1), and construct set of dominant right 
singular matrixes set {•}  by SVD where {•} = $ • ∈
$ℂXZ×XÜ $•�•(: ,1: J∂), W = £§•,,$$$W ∈${W}  

3.! Nearest Neighbor Partitioning: Partition the set {•} into 
2ò Voronoi cells üe, … , üáô  according to (10) 

4.! For each Voronoi cell >, > = 1,… , 2ò:  

a)! Karcher Mean Calculation: Calculate the K-mean ∑m 
of the points •  in üm according to (12) 

b)! Updating the Centroids: Update the nth unconstrained 
codeword Çm = ∑m 

5.! Loop back to Step 2) until convergence 

6.! Codebook Orthogonal Mapping: Construct Çââ,…≠ <,l =
ïΩPæ

,Çl by orthogonal mapping through DFT matrix. 

7.! Feature Selection: Compare the energy spread of full-
digital precoder on each beamforming direction: 

Œ = diag(Çââ,…≠ <,lÇââ,…≠ <,l,), 

and À is the set of indexes corresponding to the largest JOP 
elements of Œ. 

ÇOP,l = $ïΩPæ : , À , Çââ,l = $ JN $
Çââ,…≠ <,l(À, : )

ÇOP,lÇââ,…≠ <,l(À, : ) )

 

8.! Return  ÇOP,l,$$$Çââ,l lde
áô

 

 

IV.!FEEDBACK MECHANISM 

In this section, we propose an efficient limited feedback 
strategy, i.e., RF beamforming classification (RF-C), to reduce 
the overhead of hybrid codebook searching. Motivated by the 
hierarchical codebook structure [3], RF-C in Fig. 3 is proposed 
to classify each hybrid codebook into several groups œl, ê =
1,2, … , IZ

– , where — ≤ JOP is the group parameter that means 
most dominant —  analog beamforming vectors. From 
Algorithm 1, we have the hybrid codebook ÇOP,^,$$$Çââ,^ , f =
1, 2, … , 2ò and then we can classify them into IZ

–  groups due 
to the predefined DFT matrix. 

 œl = ÇOP,^, Çââ,^ |$ïΩPæ(: , “l)$ ⊆ ÇOP,^ , 

$$ê = 1,2, … , IZ
–  , 

 
(14) 

where “l is the set of indexes that “l = —. For example, “l =
{1,2}  implies that — = 2  and ïΩPæ(: ,1,2)$ are both the most 
dominate analog beamforming vectors. Note that the 
classification here is not designed to be uniformly distribution, 

i.e., number of codewords in each group might be different and 
some groups are empty. With RF-C, a receiver can feedback 
without searching exhaustively over hybrid codebook. This 
method is called RF-C because the codebooks are classified into 
different groups by their RF analog beamforming directions. 

Assume that CSI is optimal at the receiver, the UE first 
determines the set ℰ  includes the indexes corresponding — 
dominant RF directions. Then, the UE finds the best group œm 
where “m = ℰ . If the group œm  is empty, then we decide to 
search another group that contains the most similar RF 
directions as ïΩPæ(: , “m)$with largest group size. After group 
assignation, we search for proper hybrid precoding matrix in that 
group only. Unlike other feedback strategy [2], which separates 
the searching of öââ  baseband and öOP  RF bits, this work 
considers the relation between ÇOP and Çââ together. Therefore, 
the receiver feedbacks ö bits to transmitter. We summarize the 
feedback mechanism in Algorithm 2. 
 

Algorithm 2 : Feedback Mechanism based on RF-C 

1.! Classification: Classify codebooks  Ç’),^,$$$Çòò,^ ^de
áô

 
into IZ

–  groups in (14) and ÷ is the set of groups. This 
step is performed offline.  

÷ = œl$|$ê = 1,2, … ,
JM

—
 

 !Group Assignation: Calculate diagonal entries of 
correlation matrix ª and assign œl to group œm. This step 
performs low-complexity index matching with “l.

ª = WïΩPæ
, WïΩPæ  

œm =

œl, ℰ ∩ “l = —, ∃$œl ∈ ÷

ç?éèçŸ
$

$ ç?éèçŸ
œπ,lde,á,…,

∆Z
⁄

ℰ ∩ “l ,$$$else$, 

where ℰ  is the set of indexes corresponding to —  largest 
diagonal values in ª  and ( ∩ ℬ  returns the number of 
common entries in set ( and set ℬ.  

3.! In-group Searching and Feedback: Search codebooks 
in œm by MMSE-trace selection, feedback codeword ø,  

ø = ç?éèê>
^$|$ Ç‹›,fi,$$$Çôô,fi ∈œ∏

(tr(pinv HIÜ + ρÇ^,W,WÇ^ ))

 
Fig. 3. The illustration of grouping-based RF-C, for JM = 8 and — = 2. 
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V.! SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this section, we present numerical results to evaluate the 

proposed hybrid codebook design algorithm and feedback 
mechanism when combined with optimal MMSE combiner and 
MMSE-trace select criteria [4]. Each codeword is designed 
based on Algorithm 1 and classified into groups as in 
Algorithm 2 with the channel realization below.  

A.! System Configuration 
This work assume CSI is optimal at receiver and the antenna 

dimension with JM = 64 , J= = 16 , JOP = 3  and model the 
narrowband blockfading  mmWave channel as in (1) with ‚ = 6 
clusters and the azimuth angles ∅^

a, ∅^
b  to be uniformly 

distributed in [0,2π). For RF beamforming classification, we 
choose group parameter — = 2. Power is normalized such that 
Ç’)Çòò )

á = JN for all codewords. This work compares the 
spectral efficiency of the proposed hybrid codebook to the 
optimal unconstrained procoding and also related work [2]. We 
also compare the overall feedback complexity with other hybrid 
procoding methods. Finally, all results are average over 3000 
random channel realizations. 

B.! Spectrum Efficiency and Feedback Overhead 
First, we evaluate the performance of the proposed hybrid 

precoding codebook in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, the case JN = 1,2  is 
considered. Case JN = 2 is about 4% and case JN = 1 is about 
1% more loss when compared with SVD-based related work. 
However, it shows that the proposed low-complexity hybrid 
precoding codebook remains good performance even though 
much smaller search effort after RF-C. Further, Fig. 4 shows that 
the proposed limited feedback codebook with less computation 
complexity achieves a good slope with the SNR relative to the 
unconstrained with perfect channel knowledge solution.  

The simulation of different codebook quantization bits is 
showed in Fig. 5, for the case NN = 1,2 and an SNR of 0$dB. In 
Fig. 5(a), the figure shows the convergence of proposed hybrid 
codebook construction using Algorithm 1 to small distortion 

 
Fig. 4. The performance of proposed hybrid codebook design in Algorithm 
1 and Algorithm 2, compared with unconstrained SVD solution, and the 
prior work [2], for the case when JN = 1,2. 

 

 
  (a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 5. The (a) average distortion in (9), and (b) pectral efficiency v.s. 
quantization bits of proposed codebook in Algorithm 1 at SNR=0 dB. 

 

 
                                       (a)                                                      (b) 

Fig. 6. The (a) performance and (b) search overhead analysis of proposed 
Algorithm 2 RF-C, compared with unconstrained SVD solution, for the case 
JN = 2, B=12 quantization bits and — ≤ JOP . 

TABLE I. FEEDBACK COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY 

 Operation Search Count Total Search 
Count 

Strategy  
in [2] 

Overall ÇOP  search 2òãå  
2òãå + 2òëë 

Overall Çââ  search 2òëë  
Proposed 
strategy In-group search |œ<| |œ<| 
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value as quantization increase. In Fig. 5(b), we can observe that 
spectral efficiency increases with the number of quantization 
bits. It shows that no more than ö = 11 is need for NN = 2 and 
no more than ö = 7 for NN = 1 to quantize hybrid codebook. 

In Fig. 6, we evaluate the characteristic of our proposed 
Algorithm 2. The case when SNR =  0 dB , ö = 12  for 
codebook quantization and JN = 2 is concerned. In Fig. 6(a), we 
show the performance and search overhead of proposed RF-C in 
Algorithm 2. It shows that — = 1,2  have almost the same 
performance compared to JN = 2 , SNR = 0  case in Fig. 4. 
Namely, we can achieve good performance with searching only 
small part of codebook. In Fig. 6(b), the average number 
codewords needed to be searched in different — is evaluated. It 
shows that proposed RF-C reduces over 90% search effort for 
— = 1 and about 99% search effort for — = 2 compared to the 
case ö = 12 overall search.  

Table I summarizes the computational complexity of other 
feedback strategy [2] and our work. As mentioned above, the 
related work is based on operating SVD of channel, which is 
already Á(Jb

Ë) computation complexity. Furthermore, overall 
searching for 2òãå  and 2òëë  times is necessary. Our proposed 
RF-C feedback strategy is grouped offline and only needs an 
index matching of DFT-based group assignation and searching 
codewords in that group. For — = 2 and ö = 12 case is Fig. 6, 
average œ<  is 19.57, which reduces about 85% of search count 
compared with the prior work.  

VI.!CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we proposed a practical hybrid precoding 

codebook design algorithm for mmWave MIMO system. Each 
codeword was constructed based on Lloyd algorithm to 
minimize the chordal distance and then decomposed into hybrid 
codebook based on orthogonal mapping. We also proposed RF 
beamforming classification to reduce the search effort of 
feedback mechanism. Numerical results verified the codebook 
generated by proposed algorithms reduces the search complexity 
with almost the same performance compared with related work. 
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